SiC

self-organised school
for studying, learning
and being in common

School in Common is a a nomadic,
self-organised school initiated in
Stockholm in 2017 by friends and
collaborators Alen Ksoll and Rosa
Paardenkooper
combining ideas from critical pedagogy
with the core values of commoning,
we set out to create an environment
for discussing, learning and being
in common, fostering collaboration,
mutual recognition and support
we think of commoning as social
relations that reflect solidarity,
friendship and care-taking. It
motivates us in shaping concrete
alternatives - albeit small - to
capitalist and patriarchal hegemony,
in continuous dialogue with feminist,
queer and decolonial thought

schoolincommon.nu
love@schoolincommon.nu
facebook/schoolincommon
instagram/schoolincommon
are.na/schoolincommon
Rosa Paardenkooper
School in Common
vlijtstraat 6
3513 SV Utrecht
Netherlands
Alen Ksoll
School in Common
Betsövägen 10
13230 Saltsjö Boo
Sweden

School in Common’s program
is supported by Swedish Arts Council
and Stockholm Stad.

these notions are explored through art,
gatherings, workshops, walks, talks,
collective cooking and publications
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school
pamphlet
is nosey and noisy, infiltrating your
postboxes, inboxes and DM’s with
questions on the what, how and for
whom* of your school projects
a working, travelling and living
document, makeshift workshop
platform, performative reader and
starting point for conversation
gathering different thoughts on, for
and by self-organised schools to build
a shared pool of knowledge

where?
school pamphlet is a publishing
project based on a set of questions sent
out to various learning initiatives, and
gathered in a cumulative publication
format
school pamphlet is part of the
long-term project a school (is a
school, is a _____ ) initiated by School in
Common in 2018.
* www.whw.hr
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questions

why?
because as initiators of a school, we
want to hear the personal and messy
stories of determination, joy and
frustration behind projects related to
schools, learning, study and knowledge
with the intention of learning from
them, exchanging ideas, references,
thoughts and feelings, to build on
a collective pool of knowledge for
current and future projects

what makes your school a school?
why did you start it?
when did you start?
who runs your school?
who would you like to run it?
who attends your school?

where?

who would you like to
attend?

previous editions of school pamphlet
can be found on our website and in
a physical archive kept by School in
Common

who pays for your school?

if you would like to host the archive in
the future, please feel free to contact us

what would you like to change ?

how?

what is the best thing you have done
thus far?

when do you want to close your
school?

here you can find a set of questions,
all related to the school you run, you
can answer them in any form (a text, a
drawing, a photo, a graph, references,
a link, or a quote, etc.) you can send us
your answers via post or digitally
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